A foldamer at the liquid/graphite interface: the effect of interfacial interactions, solvent, concentration, and temperature.
The unfolding process and self-assembly of a foldable oligomer (foldamer 1) at the liquid/graphite interface were investigated by scanning tunnelling microscopy. At the level of molecular conformation, we identified several molecular conformations (A(z), B, C, D, E) that represent intermediate states during unfolding, which may help to elucidate the unfolding process at the liquid/graphite interface. Adsorption at the interface traps the intermediate states of the unfolding process, and STM has proved to be a powerful technique for investigating folding and unfolding of a foldamer at the molecular level, which are not accessible by other methods. The STM observations also revealed that varying the solvent and/or concentration results in different self-assemblies of foldamer 1 as a result of variations in molecular conformations. The solvent and concentration effects were attributed to the changes in existing states (extended or folded) of foldamers in solution, which in turn affect the distribution of adsorbed molecular conformations at the interface. This mechanism is quite different from other systems in which solvent and concentration effects were also observed.